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Arranged and sung by Steve Wiggins
The farmer put on his hat and his gumboots too

*pat head pull on boots*

"Come on dog get in behind

*point thumb back over shoulder*

There's lots of work to do.
Feed the hens,
  pook pook pook pook
Feed the pigs,
*Oink oink oink oink*
Give the cows some hay

*Moo*

Come on dog get in behind

*point thumb back over shoulder*

There's work to do today."
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Open the gate  - open it wide
arms wide
Drive the tractor through
drive tractor
Stop!

*stop sign or put hand out*

Remember *to shut it after you*

*clap (repeat)*
The farmer put on his hat and his gumboots too

pat head pull on boots

“Come on dog get in behind

point thumb back over shoulder

There’s lots of work to do.
Ride the horse

*gallop clicking tongue*
Move the sheep

*baa baa*
Mend the fence today

Come on dog, get in behind, there’s work to do today.”
Open the gate - open it wide
arms wide
Drive the tractor through
drive tractor
Stop!
stop sign
Remember to shut it after you clap (repeat)
The farmer took off his hat and his gumboots too

*pat head*  *pull off boots*

He whistled the dog, gave him a pat,

*pat head*

“Here’s a bone for you

“Here’s a bone for you
We’ve fed the hens,
    pook pook pook
Fed the pigs,
    oink oink oink
The cows have had their hay - Moo
Now it's time for us to rest
We've worked hard today!
Now it's time for us to rest
We've worked hard today!